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Research background 
In my thesis, I would like to diSCOVer the buried history of places, narrative and memories under the modern 
grid urban city. 
" t o dig beneath the surface of the modern city and the modern sensibility, 
it engenders, to unearth the evidence of past'八 
By my discovery and my new representation of the past, inhabitants may find out the origin of place, some events they 
have not experienced directly but they have read from the countless histories and seen from the photographs, movies 
and video over years. They may have the past city experience in the modem city by forming a new historic 
pattern in the urban grid pattern. 
" t o disinter the past city experience buried within the modern c i t y , fabric. 
Creator of new relationships between social, natural and material domains"2 
However, for the thesis formulation, I have to answer and clear many queries before I develop my research and design. 
I would try to answer the questions in this paper in order to make me clear that why, what and how I am doing in this 
thesis. 
Theories studies 
W h y I should find out the past in the modern city? 
What are memories? 
Other architectural position 
What is the relationship between memories and architecture? H o w can architecture represent memory? 
The preservation of heritage and the memories recall 
What can I do for the past other than yearning the history in the present? 
My position 
Site and the past 
Dennis Frenchman, Imaging the city- Narrative Places and the new practice of urban design,p. 310, 
New Brunswick, NJ : Center for Urban Policy Research, c2001. 
Graeme Gilloch, Myth & Metropolis-Walter Benjamin and the Cityp.p70, Cambridge : Polity Press ‘ 
1996. 
Architecture and the past 
Why? 
The whole structure of city: the past + present fabric + future pattern 
Every place has its own origin, history and story. Yet many of them are lost by the time passed. A whole structure of city 
from the origin to present situation will by separated into pieces of fragments without connection. Many narratives and 
history are buried under the modern urban fabric. Sometimes, we cannot find any traces of the past in this modern city. 
Should we need to know the root of the city? Working, sleeping, eating, having celebration and gathering with friends 
are our usual living pattern in this era. Actually, we can live well without knowledge of the past. Why do I still struggle to 
dig the existing city fabric in order to find out the past of a city? 
”I¥e need to know about the past, because heritage has become such an important 
activities in the city, but we also need to understand how new forms of media 
and technology will affect activities and function in the future"� 
The above massage from Dennis Frenchman in imaging the city is the answer of my query. We should know how the 
present city comes from and also how the present one will develop in to the future. In fact, historic and culturally 
significant places are important issue for a gOOd city form. When the places are associated with stories and 
events, they become more accessible. And places in the city have certain reference of the past. In Lynch's term "legible 
and readable" describing a good city form that the city has stronger attractions for visitors and local residents 4. Thus, 
as a desire urban context, it cannot be regarded as isolation with any historic reference, narratives of a place. 
However, discovering the history is not just being pushed by yearning for the past, we should use the past events and 
pervious nodes to create the future.^ Nodes of any historic reference have a great potential to develop important 
a n c h o r s of the whole city. With appropriate programs and design, the past can be a reasonable foundation to create 
future. 
Dennis Frenchman, Imaging the city- Narrative Places and the new practice of urban design,p. 257 ‘ 
New Brunswick, NJ : Center for Urban Policy Research, c2001. 
Kevin Lynch., Good city form, Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, 1984, cl981. 
Dennis Frenchman, Imaging the city- Narrative Places and the new practice of urban design,p. 260, 
New Brunswickf NJ : Center for Urban Policy Research, c2001• 
What? 
We just talk about memory 
"A significant aspect of memory comes from implicit memory, events and experiences 
that happened in the past without having the awareness that we are remembering them"® 
There are two types of memories for me, they are collective memory and private memory of inhabitants. 
Collective memory as I know, is generated from disappeared objects including events and places that a group of 
people is familiarized with. Those events and objects have certain characters or strong impacts that people can 
remember easily. Sometimes, those events we have not experienced directly. We have the memories from countless 
histories, novels and poems they have read, the photographs, movies and video we have seen over years. Memory 
can be architectural landmarks we studied but have not visited or stories we heard about places but we have not 
been.2Thus, it is a general memory that why it is described as collective. 
For the privdte memory, it is memory derived from personal and own lived experience directly in our home and our 
town etc. They appear to be directly imprinted or encoded in our bodies and lives/ The private memory can be events 
and stories we have experienced or the places we have been in the past. Each memory is stored in person 's heart 
and distinct from others. As the specification of each memory, we may not realize the hidden massage of others' one 
easily. 
Architecture— recall memory? 
For an architectural position, as the memory is not an image or object only that reproducing the past is not the only way 
to recall people's memory. We should do something more theoretical and produce more possibilities that we should 
capture merit and spirit of those disappeared events and places to regenerate something new. Architecture as a 
medium for people recalls the past in the other new attitude. Moreover, many possibilities and other new meaning can 
be created in the future on such regeneration. These are effects of architecture in the collective memory. 
I suspect whether architecture is able to convey the hidden message of a private memory. How can we transform those 
kinds private memories into architectural spaces? I believe that architecture can make a limited effect for people to 
recall. It as an indication provides void for people to memorize their own personal memory. There is no direct 
Eleni Bastea, Memory and architecture p. 11, University of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque 
Eleni Bastea, Memory and architecture p. 9, University of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque 
relationship between architecture and the memories. To be simplified, it may be a void for thinking and recalling only. 
The effect is subjective that some people may consider the void as an empty space only. 
Recalling memory _ only consequence? 
For me, architecture for memories regeneration can create many possibilities. Recalling memory is not the only 
consequence. For example, Memorial to the murdered Jews of Europe in Berlin by Peter Eisenman, is formed by 
thousands of erected pillars on landscape. It is proposed as a poetic place for people to rethink those murdered Jews 
the past. Yet, it may be a good place to play "hide and seek" as we observed there^. Actually, it is not a bad result for 
me. In my mind, architecture can be a tool to transfer message. Yet, the consequence also depends on inhabitants 
how to inhabit and understand that different phenomenon can be created. 
How? 
We talk about the past in modem city 
When we talk about the past history in the present situation. There are usually two aspects for discussion. 
For recalling the events in the first place, there are many memorial places in the world, for example Vietnam 
Veterans Memorial by Maya Lin in Washington, D.C. It focuses on the mental value that architecture as a composite 
record of past events to transmit to the next generation. Let all levels of people including those have experienced the 
events and those have no direct experience but known from other media recall the fact. 
For revitalization of urban decay in the first priority, there is usual cases in Singapore and Hong Kong, By 
preserving the important heritages, some buildings are renovated and incorporated with other new development. It 
focuses on the economic issue that how heritage can be utilized in this present era. By this approach, the old heritages 
Architectural Record, August 2005 p.126, New York: McGraw-Hill 
can survive in the modern city. The past can be saved rather than erased by new urban fabric. 
Architecture Recalling memory-Holocaust in Germany 
Memory— form of transmission 
For some people who have experience the fact, they develop a strong memory inside their mine. However, people will 
die as times goes by. The implicit memory will be buried under the ground. Therefore, how can memory be transmitted 
to others? How are people supposed to remember events they never experienced directly? Usually they know about 
the past events from countless history documents, verbal history, novels, photographs and movies they have read, 
heard and seen. The memory is recorded in evidence from that past. Is it the only way to recall memory? 
��What happens to the memory when it ceases to be testimony" ^  
Memory of holocaust of Jews in Germany 
For memory recall, memorial museums in Berlin of Germany are regarded as good references for me to learn. The 
memorial places are not only recalling how the holocaust of six million Jews in Germany, but also pass a m e s s a g e 
of why we should remember the past. The memory must be created for new generation that they will avoid the 
terrible fault made in the past?. It is a very important point for me to understanding when I am doing something about 
memory recall? Why 丨 am discover the past, which disappears in the modem city. Therefore, I have answered the 
question in the beginning of the paper. 
As recording the fact is not the only objective in the case in Germany, all relevant photographs, novels, videos and 
movies recording the holocaust is not powerful enough to be an advice for new generation. Therefore some memorial 
museums were built around the country to strengthen the notion of transmitting and creating the memory in the past. 
Sites _ add spaces to Germany to remember mass murder deliberately 
For the memorial of holocaust in the past, merely the passive recognition and preservation of the past are not the only 
objective. Therefore, preservation of the destructed site during the holocaust is not necessary. Government must 
continue to support dozens of memorial and pedagogical sites around the country. A network of a r c h i t e c t u r e s is 
regarded as a deliberate act of r e m 6 m b r a n c e throughout the city. One memorial is specifically as memorial site, 
which denotes the current generation 's deliberate attempt remember the past 10. 
James E. Young, At memory's Edge after - images of the holocaust in contemporary art and 
architecture^ introduction, p.4 New Heaven and London Yale University 2000 
10 James E. Young, At memory''s Edge after - images of the holocaust in contemporary art and 
architecturer Germany''s Holocaust Memorial Problem, p. 198, New Heaven and London Yale 
University 2000 
Architecture Recalling memory-Holocaust in Germany 
Architecture— not only Memory recall 
For creating the terrible memory of the mass murder of Europe Jews, many difficult questions for example, how new 
generation should treat the fault made by previous generation?, have to be answered. However, u cannot find the 
direct answer from those monuments. Architecture in this aspect e m b o d i e s the intractable questions of German 
Holocaust memory rather claiming to answer themii. Therefore, visitors can find out their OWn aUSWer for the 
memory. 
Besides, memorial sites, which are regarded as metaphor, can capture the merit of the past event. It is an actual 
building as museum and also a mental Structure for visitor to consider the past. By using metaphor, architecture 
as a medium transforms the memory into spatial experience. Visitor can get the Spirit of the past event and also the 
m a s s a g e behind. Therefore, it is relative literal to just recall and record the past in the memorial aspect. 
Case study 01- Libeskind's Jewish Museum 
Void throughout building ~ — � 
Architectural discussion 
"Between the lines" - Two lines of the thinking, organization and the relationship. 
One is a straight line, but broken into many fragments, the other is a tortuous line, but continuing indefinitely. These two 
lines develop architecturally and programmatically through a limited but definite dialogue. ” 
"void" throughout the building 
there are series of void throughout the museum. However, visitors cannot enter the voids even they meet. They can 
just pass the void through other corridor^^. 
11 James E. Young, At memory's Edge after - images of the holocaust in contemporary art and 
architecture, Germany's Holocaust Memorial Problem, p. 194, New Heaven and London Yale 
University.2000 
12 
James E. Young, At memory's Edge after - images of the holocaust in contemporary art and 
architecture, Libeskind's Jewish Museum, p. 182, New Heaven and London Yale University. 2000 
13 James E. Young, At memory's Edge after — images of the holocaust in contemporary art and 
architecture^ Libeskind's Jewish Museum, p. 182, New Heaven and London Yale University. 2000 
Case study 01- Libeskind's Jewish Museum cont， 
Spirit of memorial transformed 
"This determinedly sealed space with no body can experience or enter into" 
by Jacque Derrida 
"void as the vacuum and inner collapse of moral will that allowed Berlin to void 
itself of Jews. A space empty of Jews the echoes an inner space empty of love and 
values that might have saved Berlin's Jews" by James E. Young 
There are many descriptions of the massage behind void. For me, VOidS in Jewish museum are a type of specific 
spaces and different other than those on museum. Although voids are separated into segments, they have a great 
power to pass through the whole building. They are regarded as a serious WOUnd of Jews in Germany's history. 
The voids can be seen but not be entered. For me, it is strong metaphor behind. For new generation, all of us know the 
terrible holocaust in the past. It is a great memory stored in our mind. However, we just notiCG the fact but we 
cannot experience it. 
Case study 02 - Memorial for the Murdered Jews of Europe 
By Peter Eisenman 
Architectural discussion 
It is a waving field of four thousand pillars from half feet to four feet tall and the museum is located under the field of 
pillars. 
Spirit of memorial transformed 
k field of pillars - it echoes a cemetery, and it also implies that such emblems of individual mourning are inadequate to 
the task of remembering mass murder. 
Size of pillar- by using its size, it humiliates or cows viewers into memorial. Visitors are integrated parts of memorial, 
and invited into a memorial dialogue of equals. They are enjoined by memory to come face to face with memory 
14 James E. Young, At memory's Edge after - images of the holocaust in contemporary art and 
architecture, Germany's Holocaust Memorial Problem, p. 206, New Heaven and London Yale 
Case study 02- Memorial for the Murdered Jews of Europe cont’ 
Spirit of memorial transformed 
Memorial embodies question of memory -This design proposed multiple forms that visitors have to find their own path 
to the memory of Europe's murdered Jewsi5. This memorial provided not the answer to memory that it e m b o d i e s a 
continuing qUGSt ion without a certain solution to visitor. Let the old and new generation who either have or have not 
experienced consider h o W to treat the m e m o r y of holocaust in the past. 
Revitalization restoring heritages in modern city 
Preservation of heritage一 Linking with the past in the Modern City 
"Old buildings are kept^ restored to remind us of how great the c i t y once was.“ 
by Urban Redevelopment Author!ty of Singapore 
Old buildings are vital. They give us a link between what we see and do today with what used to be in the past. 
If they are all gone, our children and their children will not be able to see and touch all-important buildings we went. 
Our sense of rootedness and identity is some how tied in our heritages 
Heritage buildings help give a city a more GXCiting feel, they actually add to the distinctive character and charm of 
a city, giving it a sense of history and memory of a place. 
15 James E. Young, At memory''s Edge after - images of the holocaust in contemporary art and 
architecture, Germany's Holocaust Memorial Problem, p. 206, New Heaven and London Yale 
University 2000 
10 
Case study 0 3 identity plan - Old World Charm in Singapore 2002 
by Urban Redevelopment Authority of Singapore 
Old World Charm cluster comprises four nodes, namely, 
Balestier，Jalan Besar, Tanjong Katong and Joo Chiat. 
Conservation approach 
Preservation of heritages is not the only approach in the conservation scheme. The approach also goes beyOPld 
physical structures to include communities and activities in the heritage and other new development that 
strengthen social bonds for the nation. Old neighborhoods become repositories of social memory that contribute to the 
old world charm. Thus, inhabitants are able to experience of an “Old WOfld City" 
Consideration for revitalization 
a. It is multi-dimensional, it involves the buildings and the urban fabric such as the 
road patterns, streetscapes, open spaces and vistas; 
b. It demands the involvement of a range of disciplines and persons, across local and national 
levels, throughout the decision-making process; 
c. it incorporates a social aspect Users, owners, stakeholders and heritage-supporters are all 
part of the conservation process. 
11 
Case study 0 3 identity plan - Old World Charm in Singapore 2002 
by Urban Redevelopment Authority of Singapore 
How to revitalize? 
A site is identified for a public focal point, such as an open-air plaZd along historic street. This allows residents to 
gather, encouraging greater community interaction. 
By renovation of heritage and incorporating with other buildings, it encourages more activities along the historic streets 
It also allows commercial uses at the ground and upper floors for shop uses. 
A community m U S e u m is set up to capture the local history of site， 
Case study 04 • $357m facelift set for Sai Ying Pun in Hong Kong 
By Town Planning Board & Urban Renewal Authority 
Revitalization approach 
"Our initial plan is to devote most of the street-level open space for building a 
specially designed landscaped garden. We hope the design will feature some of the 
local heritage and nostalgic features of Sai Ying Pun.“ 
by Urban Renewal Authority 
How to revitalize? 
A dilapidated area at Yu Lok Lane and Centre Street in Sai Ying Pun will be turned into a landscaped garden 
with residential space under a $357 million urban renewal plan. 
The scheme also proposes to construct a r e s i d e n t i a l block of 220 units with some c o m m e r c i a l floor space. 
However, the block will be elevated 20 feet so that almost the entire site at ground level can be used for the garden. 
16 Subject group report on Old World Charm (plan & water bodies plan and identity plan) Nov. 
2002 , Urban Redevelopment Authority of Singapore 
17 http://www.news.gov.hk/en/category/businessandfinance/051202/html/051202en03016.htni# 
12 
Memorial = Revitalization of Heritage = Memory Recall? 
I have read the above two types of projects about recalling the past in the modem city. For me, there are two different 
approaches for discussing the past. 
The first about the memory recall has certain mental value. They focus on creating the memory of event in the past 
in this era. Capturing the merit part of the event is the most important process in this aspect. They tried to transform 
something intangible i.e. memory, to tangible object i.e. buildings and spaces etc. Therefore, the new generation will 
have this memory form the building deliberately even they have not experienced. They can also get the massage 
behind the memorial. 
However, we should bare in mind that memory recall is not the only consequence, (refer to We just talk about memory) 
Moreover, we cannot control how inhabitants experience the building. It is possible that they are not able to get the 
massage behind. In fact, it is an intractable question for us to talk about mental value with layman. However, it is 
important that we have tried to utilize architecture in order to express meaning other than meet the functional need. 
Actually, if visitors know about the past event in this modern period, it is acceptable for me. 
For cases of revitalization in Singapore and Hong Kong, they concern about a balance between holistic 
conservation and optimization of land. Therefore, some of heritage is usually renovated for other use for 
example, shop and restaurants, in these projects, I am considering a question about memory recall. I suspect whether 
inhabitants are able to get the memory or get the deep message similar those from memorial in Germany as all 
heritages are renovated. However, I would also like to ask what events should be recalled? It is because there may be 
no important event occurring at those heritages in the past century. Therefore, should I consider a memory in other 
way? It may not be about the event but about the heritage or fragments left. Let people know about the root of city and 
how city come from. Is it also a part of memory? By using the fragments left from the pervious century, it can produce 
some new nodes and urban form in the modem city. 
Besides, we should also notice that keeping a sense of old city experience in the modem fabric is the most essential 
target By the renovation, people can also get the sense of the past and also have other new events and activities. 
Thus new relationship between the past and present can be development's 






Experiencing memory in Kowloon City 
Thesis formulation 
Memories are multi-dimensional. They are intangible but not generic for each person. They also cannot be told or 
transferred directly. After experiencing in certain events, environments or conversation, those unique memories should 
be formed by each person. For the memories of a site, every individual should have his/her own interpretation. How 
can the memories of a place be recorded, represented or recalled? 
Site background 
Kowloon City as a very important place with lots of historical reference and narratives in Hong Kong. Multi-layers of 
memories are buried under the grid-city fabric. For example, farmland with houses of 1900 became Kowloon Walled 
City of the 1940s and 1980s.And in 1990s airplanes' shadow to Kai Tak airport. These are m e m o r i z e d or 
forgotten or as history are learned by the people. How can people experience the multi- dimensional 
memories of the city? 
History—events 
As I am working on the past of a place, the first part of my thesis should focus on the history of the past and 
relationship between the site and memory 
History —narrative of Kowloon City 
1900-1940's 
WW II until 1945 
1945-1990's 
Now 
Kowloon City developed from the military office as the origin of the city. The whole city 
extended from the walled city to pier and villages grown along with the path. Wall of 
city is a identity of the place and the Sense of City was found 
all wall of city and about 45 villages were demolished for extension of military 
airport 
The sense of city destroyed. The walled city was left with PIO Wall 
buildings in kowloon walled city as a pervious wall in the past. A new identity was 
formed. Kai Tak international airport was development. Moving shadow from the sky, 
planes above the buildings with shocks were the main images of Kowloon City 
Three segments— Kowloon walled city park, Kowloon city & future kaitak 
Refer to appendix i for details 
15 
Site -the past 
Narrative of street 
I found lots of interesting street names in Kowloon City. For example, Fuk Lo Tsun Road 福倍村道 is between Prince 
Edward West Road and Carpenter Road. It has been developed since the mid of 1930’s by demolishing a village called 
Fuk Lo Tsun. The inhabitants who came from Fuk Kin 福建 were called Fuk Lo. This was why the name _ Fuk Lo Tsun 
developed. Refer to appendix for details 
In fact, it is easy for us to find those interesting street names in the city. Each street name came from each story and 
event in the past. However, all heritage and events are lost and just a name left. As a inhabitant, he walk around those 
streets every day and know where the streets are. Walking around streets is a part of their liveS. Ironically, they just 
know the name but they may not understand the StOfy 
from the past. 
Lost and remained heritage in city 
behind, it is an example that the present city is isolated 
z 
There are lots of city anchors and heritages lost during 
Second World War and urban development. Only Hau 





From the above research, stories of Kowloon City were located throughout the city rather than a single place. How can 
I choose a suitable site for my design? Should I learn from the cases in Germany that my memorial will be apart from 
historical site? In Kowloon city, I believe that design should be developed with historical reference including site. It is 
because all stories are relevant to the place, for example, lost heritage, street narrative. It is impossible for me to recall 
those memories without historical reference. Moreover, as stories located throughout the site, a single 
architecture cannot represent the past of Kowloon City. Thus, a j o u m e y with multi-layered experience of the past 
should be form. 
Locations of designs — meaning to past & present 
The j o u r n e y is located along Nga Tsin Wai Road. The road at the central axis of the district is the busiest road in 
Kowloon City. Archives, follies, Public record office which record past experiences in different periods are built along 
the main road. 
Architectural solution 
Experiencing memories should be multiple-layered experience. The architecture of memory should encompass 
journeys of multiple-layers. 
*紘 i k i i g y "X \ m 
Path of learning 
Path of representing 
Path of events 
Path of interpreting 
Path of recalling 
Path of depositing 
It is a Meandering experience for excavating the past, Providing possibilities for the flaneur looking for possible 
memories and past experiences. By time and by chance, people may feel or realize the narratives behind. 
Multi-layers of memories may be recalled. 
17 
Meandering of past experience 
Systems of record -represent-record 
There are three systems of recording past experiences, events and history 
- Archives 
- follies 
- public record office 
By different representations and paths, every individual are able to realize unique past experiences by different ways. 
And scatters of courtyard along the main street as inter-connection points to connect the whole system (see the site 
plan) 
Path of learning-archives 
Archive as galleries records facts, remaining fragments along the main road, they 
provides a appropriated area for people to see pre-war buildings 
covered plaza built with gallery as stage for people to O b s e r v e old buildings 
courtyard besides old building for people to tOUCh the pre-war building facade 
path of interpreting -foiiies 
follies as a new representation to represent the past events or experience. Follies in this project have duel meanings. 
- 0p6 门 structure 
They can be just regarded as open structure, for example landscaping in front of market, courtyard space in the 
existing back lane. They have certain function for people to use and enjoy 
- Clues, narrative behind architecture 
Follies are also having intangible meaning. They are built for recording all lost experience and also memorizing lost 
events. Every individual should have his/her own free interpretation. By time, by chance, they may realize the 
narratives and clues behind. 
18 
Past events to be represented 
After research of history and stories of Kowloon City，three important issue should be represent ed 
Air-planes' shadow to kai tak airport until 1998 
Farmlands with narrow paths and houses of 1920s 
Indicating kowloon walled city park of 1900s in the grid- city 
(see site section and perspectives for details) 
Case study 05 follies in the City 
Paris, Pare de la Villettte, 1982-1998 by Bernard Tschumi 
For follies in the city, Paris, Pare de la Villettte in Paris by Bernard Tschumi is a good refernce. 
19 
Two layers!n the park 
A pattern of f o l l i e s is on an exiting park. By two layers overlapping, n e W development including events can be 
developed. 
Park no longer be Separated from the concept of city but it forms a vision of the city 
What is follies in Pare de la Villettte? 
Follies is neutral object and qualified by function. To be simple, there is no meaning of folly. However, when people 
inhabit it by activities and events, a great meaning can be created. Although, all follies are similar in shape and size, 
specific meaning can be found from there. Moreover, those meaning is defined by inhabitants but not by architect. The 
consequence is open to pubic. 
Folly _ follies 
"Follies are common denominator of this programmatic deconstruction. Each folly 
relates to other follies as much as to its own parts- open points & closed point" 
by Jacques Derrida 
Follies are formed p o i n t to point to the extent of g r id . As a folly, it has its own meaning and event to the 
surroundings. When we consider follies as a whole park, a group of follies can have a strong vision for a park. They 
introduce a specific device into the space of the transaction 19. Inhabitants cross through and go through follies that 
they can experience of a permeability. 
public record office 
Path of interweaving-depository 
- Site issue-continuous path (past- future) 
Record office is aimed to transfer all past information, history and events to new generation. It is built as a continuous 
path to connect the past events to new generation. Thus, the public record office should be located at the inter-section 
point between old city fabric and new development. People can go to the new development from old city by passing 
through covered plaza of the office, they can also see the "future" of new development by walking along the interwoven 
ramp (see section aa') 
Neil Leach, Rethinking architecture, A reader in architecture theory, Jacques 
DerrIda/Postructuralism/Point De Filie p.332, Routledge 
.20 
- interwoven path for excavating 
by interwoven path with layers of wall, multi-layers of depository are formed. People are able to excavate layers of form 
of past by walking along the continuous path. (see section bb' and perspective) 
- m u l t i - layers of depository 
both static and alive items are also stored in the public record office. History and memory are not recorded as words 
in books, visual graphic in picture and video only, they are also represent as form of verbal narratives. Thus, series 
of courtyards are in the record office. They are temporary depositories for inhabitants and visitors to stay in order to 
store they verbal narrative. (see section cc') 
Conclusion 
Memory is an intangible issue and unique for every individual. Architecture of memory should encompass 
journeys of multiple-layers. It should provide SpaCGS for people to have free imagination and interpretation in order 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































scatters of towers _ low rise fabric- record f l lph t Dat l l til 1998 
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Development of Kowloon Walled City 
In 1841，Hong Kong Island was assigned as British's colony after 鴉片戰爭 .In 1847，the Kowloon Walled City was 
built for three reasons :-
- located at a good geographical location for monitoring Victoria City 維多利亞城 at Central of Hong Kong Island 
to preventing from British army attacking Kowloon. 
- defense against pirates 
- as a communication center with Ching Dynasty 
Buildings _ Yemen_ Tin Hau Temple 
Appropriated geographical location _ in front of a hill _ not many villages _ facing Victoria City 維多利亞城 ( c i t y of 
Hong Kong in nineteenth century)—西頭村衙前塱村 as food supply for the city一 龍津碼頭 as transportation 
p o r t _ 姻 緣 石 a t the白鶴山hi l l 
The expense of the construction was from charity fund. And the amount of the funding (四十六萬兩）was more than 
the actual expense(三萬兩）by about 13 times —the support from citizens _ a sense of belonging 
heritage _1847_ 龍津義學 built, the stone sculpture came from the demolished 龍津亭 at 龍津碼頭 一 now _ 
the stone is also placed in the Lok Sin Tong Primary School 樂善堂小學 
In 1858, the north part of Kowloon was also assigned as British's colony after 英法聯軍之彼• The Boundary street 
as the boundary between China and British colony. 
In 1889，British rented New Territories and rest of Kowloon. Only Kowloon Walled City was the remaining part of the 
Chinese Land._ maintain the economy activities, transportation, and military support 
Against British occupation _ the conflicts and fights between the police and Chinese inhabitants in New Territories led 
to British occupied Kowloon Walled City and Shen Zhen in 1899 
聖三一堂（聖公會）managed the whole Kowloon Walled City— Yemen as elderly center _school _charity center 
The conflict of occupation of Kowloon Walled City _ 2- year lasting _1900_ 義和團之亂_ the conflict end 
1933— inhabitants _養豬爲業 clearance of Kowloon Walled city and villages around for the park development and 
the hygienic concern _Citizen opposing, negotiation between China and British for 4 years 
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Japan Occupation til 1945 _ total 24 villages demolished, the wall of the Kowloon Walled City and 姻緣石 at the 白 
鶴山 hill for the airport extension 一 only 4 buildings remained _Yemen as elderly center ,龍津義學 school, 
charity center, Tsang's building 曾氏祖居 
After WWII J 947 .victims towards Kowloon Walled City .inhabitants increased from 300 to 2000_都市所遺棄的人 
1948_ clearance of housing _ conflict from Chinese _ British suggested the memorial park to replace Kowloon Walled 
city—同盟公園一中山公園 
1950's fire accidents in Kowloon War City—about 200 buildings there destroyed. 
1962_ internal wars in China_三不管—china, British —Hong Kong Government 
_ riddled with brothels, peep show and drugs dens 
1980_ China agree to the park construction 
1989一 announcement of Clearance 
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Appendix II 
Origin of Street Names 
Fuk Lo Tsun Road 福佬村道 
Fuk Lo Tsun Road is between Prince Edward West Road and Carpenter Road. It has been developed since the mid of 
1930，s by demolishing a village called Fuk Lo Tsun. The inhabitants who came from Fuk Kin 福建 were called Fuk Lo. 
This was why the name — Fuk Lo Tsun developed. 
Hau Wong Road 侯王道 
Hau Wong Road is located at the previous street called Mui Do廟道 towards Hau Wong Temple侯王廟 
Tak Ku Ling Road 打鼓嶺道 
The name of Tak Ku Ling Road打鼓嶺道 is came from a village called Tak Ku Ling village 打鼓嶺村 .As people 
lived in the village were security guard 更伕 of the Kowloon Walled City and the hill behind for the time alert at night by 
using "Lo"小鼓，the village called Tak Ku Ling village 打鼓嶺村 
Kai Tak Road啓德道 
The original name of Kai Tak Road啓德道 was Po Kong Road 寳崗道 .The government would like to preserve a 
street called Kai Tak Bun啓德濱 which was destroyed in WWII that the street was renamed. 
Carpenter Road賈炳達道 
Carpenter Road was the only road accessible to Kowloon Walled City in front of a popular place for wooden furniture 
manufacture and sales that the road was called木匠道 in the past The village西頭村 was destroyed for road 
development in 1930's，but the name of road was reminded as 木匠道 in Chinese and Carpenter Road in English. 
However the Carpenter Road was translated as賈炳達道 later. 
Nga tsin long Road 衙前塱道 
It has been developed since the mid of 1930，s by demolishing a village called Nga tsin long tsun 衙前塱村. 
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Linkage@ existing_ Future_ Past 
All _ back to the origin 
Yaman _Kowloon Walled City _ruin_Kowloon Walled City Park_yaman struture reintated 
Lung Shing Pier_ KaiTak International Airport_ ruin_ future development w/ KaiTak Pier 
Linkage @ existing _ future _ Past. 
,,r GU !'C;i;: / .:&G V r;f(Jr: ;'l) ~~·. nt 
.s~ ·:~ ~) t r; ~~ 
Let future_ existing inhabitants/visitors know the place of origin. 
Linkage @ existing fragments_new mode of development_food town? 
Kowloon City developed into a food town with old district fragments. The old fragments are a 
chance for other mode of development, yet they are also a constriction for the growth of structure 
Linkage_ Context_ memories regeneration, record & recall 
Types of memories - lost urban memory eg. Linkage 
collective memories eg. Ruin, flight path 
private memories 
expression 
live recall_ human as a live memory machine. Stories and narratives can be known by the communication_ public 
spaces as storage for the active narrative generators 
"Public spaces be not only convivial but also 
communicative of history and other narrativen 
Imaging the city - Narrative Places 
and the new practice of urban design 
memory_ existing fragment 
Destructed fragments are memory stimulation for memorial recall. A element generates a intangible space for people 
unlimited creation and memory recall 
Dialogue with the rest of memorial node 
Linkage _ as a base for memories residue _ to remind people some of memories are still maintained and stored in 
other fragments 
As a network to connect the whole kowloon city 
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linkage path from yamen to kai tak 
towards kowloon walled city park 
、 一 ： 碌 J 
towards district 
towards kai tak 
l)(~ U t·n r:: y :j ,~~./ S··f~)~·-~ ry ··~r:~:··~ t 
3D Landscape in Kwoloon City 
Urban Decay- existing fabric- low rise based on the history , ie. Kai Tak airport. 
street layout and block setting 
TYPICAL FUTURE- Some pencil towers exist in KLC- alien 
destroy existing fabric and mere existing and remaining identity 
it is the future for KLC? Solution? 
SEEKINGANEW MODE OF DEVELOPMENT 
NOW- eating, night lives and low rise buildings -lack of historic reference 
Solution- core value of the KLC 
Past - KWC- wall for nation - confrontation of the culture force- concession 
-KT- gate for outside- exchange culture in HK 
- KLC- interface 
-50's no Yemen,- KWC as a URBAN VACUUM over interface of confrontation, 
pulling all unwanted parts from both sides into the GAP 




MERE HISTORY REFERENCE 
-site text 
KWC park replaced the ruin of past KWC " Park as the past ruin of KWC, only Yemen reinstated" 
all back to the original " the soul of the place" 
REVIEW - EXISTING 
~'~ ~~ t) t !~p~: 
90's park proposed to be a new landmark represents the demolished KWC, yet such new landmark is totally ineffective 
TASK: park as effective landmark? 
New mode of development under urban decay? 
_ development a combined comprehensive solution 




3D LANDSCAPE IN KOWLOON CITY 
flight path 
linkage _ heritage —buildings 
,J()iJI'r.~:_: y dtN eft.)j::rns;nt 
\} ~~ G.f)6 
heritage arc in Kowloon City 
The museum is located at Carpenter Park which is front of the Kowloon Walled City. 
Past- The original site which was a village called Sai Tau Tsuen ~~f1, was the only access to the walled city. 
In design - connection regeneration- as the Kowloon Walled City Park is separated from the district, museum is 
supposed to be a connection between the Park and district. 
Several follies are propose to built throughout the city according to historic site and stories. All lost anchors can 
be discovered by follies. New events and activities can be organized. 
A museum with points of follies develops a historic network on the existing urban fabric._ as site museum 
tatfiuLrrts!11.Qf.Y.... JsovvJoon city 
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reliminary scheme for locations of museum _follies 
Two layers in the city 
'-· 
_ ,_.. ·-- ~:_ ~ l '-u. 
"'~il-~: 
Historic layer buried under ground_ exiting grid urban fabric 
. =· / 
-- // 
. .;;---.... 
Ji-~ .- -:_ 
- ..: ~ ... ,. 
~r ';.r.~f"f!"" o · •·•-... 
~ - - ' .. , .. ,"""'.::-
"'~ _-.,.;::.;. 
In this approach, the two layers of the pattern can be found. The latent memory buried under the exiting grid urban 
pattern will be discovery. People can receive the past city experience in the modern city and know the past anchors 
and stories in the city. By events or human activities, the historic layer can be connected with the existing urban fabric 
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Meaning of network in Kowloon City _Individuality _Totality within the city 
Individuality 
,){) u J'f1E.: ~~ t:~j G1l s 1 ') ;:~ fi1t:.~r!t 
(1 t:c.06 
Folly is an individual node in the city. Inhabitants are able to know the own story of the district. Each folly has its 
own meaning to the district. Therefore, it is not necessary for them to go through all points and museum to know about 
the past. 
Totality 
Museum and the points of follies organize as a network of the city. By passing the series of space in present fabric, 
inhabitants are able to experience the old city and the whole story of Kowloon city 
Achievement 
spatial value_imagery of the past in the museum and follies 
mental value_let inhabitants perceive past (latent memory) 
know the pI ace 0 f o r g n . 
By the experience and events, the certain connection between past and present fabric can be formed 
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HERITAGE ARC IN KOWLOON C m 
N o v O 
01 path into district 
0 2 eventd along the street 
0 3 narratives discovered along nga tsin wan road 
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